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What we do ?

Hw Much is a unique innovative platform for digital advertisement served to 
public in a form of ecommerce platform.

we introduce the future of advertising and marketing by allowing advertisers 
to sponsor a product so consumers can buy it for lower prices in a model that 
is uniquely customized based on each advertiser’s needs.
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Challenges we solve

Most of traditional or digital marketing campaign challenges like:
- High spent with lack of efficiency
- Low quality due to mass targeting
- Targeting limitation (only gender, location, age and interest)
- Absence of accurate analysis (are you sure that everyone passing by this road is reading your ad ? Or do 

you think that the total reach on Facebook is true or maybe consumers was just scrolling the feeds without 
noticing your ad?)

- Harming the environment (time to consider the waste made of billboards and printed materials)
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Why we are innovative?

- We have a guaranteed traffic as consumers are always waiting for the next offer
- We are retaining the people by offers, engagement, competitions, activities. Etc.
- Our model creates a layer of loyalty between the consumer and the advertiser since they are getting direct 

benefit
- Our targeting model is specific:

- Unique targeting for example we can target car owners only, villa owner or even pet owners
- Consumer class targeting A,B and/or C 
- Along with standard targeting (Gender, Region, Age) 

- Always you have a bonus of data collected during the campaign 
- High-efficient campaigns as this model attracts the consumers and brings the right segment
- Analysis accuracy is high
- Additional benefits like call to action were we drive the crowd to engage with your service website, try 

your new product or any other type of actions you expect from consumers
- Environment friendly
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Hw it work?

Advertiser 
sets the ad 
budget and 

goal

We do study 
and propose 
the product 

and 
discount 

value

Pre-launch 
actions like 

teasers

Launching 
the product 
offer to the 
consumers 
(the main 
campaign)

Driving the 
traffic to 

single 
channel

Executing 
extras ( if 

any) 
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Again Hw it work? 

Example:

Ad budget: EGP 100,000

Targeting: Customer Class C 

Advertiser goal: brand awareness for hair gel product

Step 1: Advertiser requirement
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Again Hw it work? 

Example:

Offered product class: will be mid-range popular product

Offered Product example: Oppo smartphone

Discount: high-discounted price

Price: EGP 1000 instead of EGP 5500

Quantity: 16 devices

Offer Cycle: 1 cycle for 1 month

Step 2: Our Study result – The approach
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Again Hw it work? 

Example:

Teaser: 1 week before launch on social media

Start: listing the product on hwmuch.com and social media

Paid ads: sequence of paid ads on social media to drive the traffic

submission: consumers will submit buying requests on hwmuch.com

Engagement: on hw much social media and client’s social media

Duration: 1 month

Step 3 : Campaign launch
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Again Hw it work? 

Example:

Announcing the buyers: after 1 month from offer start date

(extras) Post campaign activities:
- Photo and video shooting of buyers talking about the hair gel product
- All media will be shared with advertiser
- Social paid campaign for 1 week

Reach: min. 1 million*

Bonus: min. around 26000 to 30000* of data (name, contact, email)

Quality: around 90% of targeted customers

Step 4 : Campaign expected results

* This is sample figures and it vary from customer to customer based on budget and targeting requirements
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